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1. INTRODUCTION 
A FOLIATION of M is topologically tight, also called incompressible, if for any leaf F, n1 (F) 
injects into xl(M). Gabai [S] constructed incompressible, codimension one foliations in 
a large class of 3-manifolds. In this article we analyse “geometrically” tight foliations. We 
use 2 notions of geometrically tight: quasi-isometric and quasigeodesic. 
Unless the foliation is totally geodesic distance along the leaves and distance in the 
manifold are not equal, even locally, so one starts by allowing a bounded distortion between 
the distances. For compact manifolds this becomes a trivial relation, but there is a finer idea 
by restricting to paths in fixed homotopy classes relative to endpoints. This amounts to 
considering the problem in the universal cover. 
A map i:( N, d) + (N’, d’) between metric spaces is a quasi-isometry when there is k > 1 
such that max(d(x, y), d’( i(x), i(y))) > k implies 
14x, y) c d’(W, i(y)) -c kd(x, y). 
Let F be a foliation in a manifold M”, Ta leaf of 9 and fits universal cover. Embed T with 
the induced path metric from M. A lift of T to the universal cover G produces a 
map i: Y? + fi. Then T is a quasi-isometric leaf if i is a quasi-isometry for one and hence for 
all lifts of T. A quasi-isometric foliation is one where leaves are uniformly quasi-isometric, 
that is, one can choose k which works for all leaves. 
This idea becomes very important when M is hyperbolic. In this case if f is quasi- 
isometric one can understand the limit sets of the leaves in many situations [lo] [4]. 
The quasigeodesic notion checks how far geodesics in the leaf are from geodesics in the 
manifold. A set A in a Riemannian manifold M” is quasigeodesic if given A’, a lift of A to G, 
x, ye A’ and a minimal length geodesic y connecting x to y in G there is a path a in 
A’connecting x and y, which is at a bounded distance from y. A foliation 9 is quasigeodesic 
when all of its leaves are uniformly quasigeodesic. 
In general quasi-isometric and quasigeodesic are unrelated. In Euclidean space it is easy 
to produce quasi-isometries i : R + R” where the images are not quasigeodesics. For in- 
stance take a wedge of 2 rays with angle strictly between 0 and n. However in hyperbolic 
space (curvature = - 1) any quasi-isometry i: H” + H” has quasigeodesic mage, as shown 
by Thurston [lo]. There are also quasigeodesic urves which are not the images of 
quasi-isometries. One idea is to make the curve wind around itself a lot. We will show in 
Section 3 that in the case of foliations these notions are strongly related. 
Let .@ be the lifted foliation to n;i’ and let H be the leaf space of g. This is the quotient of 
$ by the equivalence relation x - y when x, y are in the same leaf of .@. 
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The goal of this paper is to show that codimension one foliations are rarely quasi- 
isometric or quasigeodesic. When H is not HausdortI this is done in Theorems 2.2 and 3.1. 
The leafwise versions of these results are Theorems 2.3 and 3.3. Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 show 
that quasigeodesicity isa stronger property than quasi-isometricity for foliations. Our main 
result is Theorem 4.6, which shows that no foliation of M3 with rrl (M) negatively curved in 
the large is quasi-isometric. The same is also true in any dimension if M and the leaves of 
4c have negative curvature, Theorem 4.2. In both cases when H is homeomorphic to R we 
show no leaf is quasi-isometric. Proposition 4.3, which is of independent interest also, shows 
that if NZ is simply connected, complete, non compact 
then its ideal boundary is homeomorphic to the circle. 
and negatively curved in the large 
2. BRANCHING 
Fix a Riemannian metric on M”. In order to avoid technicalities we restrict from now on 
to closed manifolds and assume that leaves of P are smooth. This is the only regularity 
condition on the foliation; in particlar there is no assumption on the holonomy of 9. All 
foliations will be codimension one. Since the quasi properties are verified in the universal 
cover we assume from now on that M is orientable and 9 is transversely orientable, by 
taking a finite cover if necessary. Fix a continuous transversal vector field to 9 and let Y be 
the l-dimensional foliation which is obtained by integrating this vector field. Let .? be the 
lifted foliation to fi. 
Consider a leaf Tof 4. If i: f-+ M is a quasi-isometry then obviously rtl (T) injects in 
rci( M), because i is a map between universal covers and not the inclusion in M of a lift of T. 
Therefore incompressibility is a necessary condition for quasi-isometric behavior and is 
always assumed here. Then .@ is a foliation by simply connected (n - 1) dimensional 
manifolds. 
Since F has codimension one, H, the leaf space of .@, is a l-dimensional manifold, 
usually not Hausdorff. When H is homeomorphic to a circle one constructs a closed 
transversal to .@. Since fi is simply connected this path bounds an immersed 2 dimensional 
disk which can be put in general position with respect o the foliation. An analysis of the 
induced foliation in this disk shows there is a leaf of 3 with non zero holonomy, as shown 
by Haefliger [7, page 3911. This is a contradiction because the leaves of .@ are simply 
connected. Therefore if H is Hausdorff then it is homeomorphic and identified to R. 
Branching occurs in 3 when there are xL, y,cA?, x, + x, y,, + y, x, w y, but x + y, see 
Fig. 1. Equivalently H is not Hausdorfi. 
Fig. 1. Branching in the universal cover. 
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Let d be the distance function in M or M and dF the induced path distance in a leaf of 
9 or 4. Let p : A? -, M be the covering map. A leaf f is properly embedded if i : f + li? is 
a proper map, that is, for any x, X,E f and dF(x, x,) + + co implies that d(x, x,) + + 00. 
Notice this is weaker than being a quasi-isometric leaf because of the lack of uniformity as 
the distances increase and as x varies in T. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. If the leaf space of g is R, then 9 is uniformly proper in the following 
sense: for every A > 0 there is B > 0 so that V x, y E M, x rv y and d(x, y) < A * dF(x, y) < B. 
Proof of 2.1. Suppose not. Then there is A > 0 and x,, yneM, x, ‘Y y. with 
d(x,, Y.) < 4 but d&r y.) -+ + 00. 
Since M is compact p(xJ converges up to subsequence, so assume it does converge. By 
taking appropriate covering translates of x,, y. we can assume x, converges to x E it?. Since 
d(x,, y.) is bounded we can also assume y, + ye M. 
For any R > 0 and w E M let BR(w) be the closed ball of radius R (dr metric) around w in 
the leaf of @ containing w. The local product structure of the foliation implies that 
B&) -+ BR(w) when z -+ w. 
If x m y then dF(x, y) = c and by the remark above dr(x., y.) converges to c as 
n + + cc, which is impossible. Therefore x # y and there is branching, a contra- 
diction. Cl 
THEOREM 2.2. If F has branching then 9 is not quasi-isometric. 
Proof of 2.2. Suppose there is branching in g. There are x, ~1 y., x, -+ x, y. --, y and 
x + y. Let C(D) be a small segment off starting at x(y) and on the side the branching is 
occurring, see Fig. 1. The set of leaves of g intersecting the interior of C is parametrized by 
F,, 0 < t < E, where F, gets nearer and nearer to F as r -I 0 and F is the leaf through x. Let 
x(t) = F, n C, y(r) = F, n D. 
If dr(x(t), y(r)) -/+ + co when t + 0, one can find R > 0 and a sequence t, for which 
dr(x(c.). y(r,)) c R. Then all ye BR(x(t.)) and as in the previous proposition, YE BR(x) so 
y - x, contradiction. Then 9 is not quasi-isometric because dr(x(t), y(r)) - + 00, but 
d(x(t), y(t)) is bounded. 0 
There might still be many quasi-isometric leaves. If 9 is a depth one foliation (see [43) in 
a closed hyperbolic 3-manifold, so that no compact leaf is a fiber of M over S’, then the 
compact leaves (depth 0) are quasi-isometric and quasigeodesic while at least some of the 
non-compact leaves (depth 1) are not. But all leaves are properly embedded. 
The previous theorem only shows the leaves cannot be uniformly quasi-isometric. 
However one can in fact show that there is at least one leaf which is not quasi-isometric 
for any k. This requires a technical result of Dippolito concerning semistable leaves in a 
foliation. 
A leaf T is semiproper if it does not limit on itself in one side, which is then called the 
proper side. A semiproper leaf has unbounded holonomy on the proper side if one can find 
a segment a : I -+ M, with a(f) contained in a leaf of Y, starting in z E T, with image on the 
proper side of T and a sequence of holonomy pseudogroup elements h, with domain 
containing a(l) such that 
h&x(l)) = a(CO, ~1). &( + 0. 
This implies that if G is a leaf near enough Ton its proper side then G limits on that side of 
T. An example of this is the spiralling behavior towards a closed leaf in a one dimensional 
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foliation of the 2-dimensional torus T2. The closed leaf has unbounded holonomy on the 
side the spiralling is occurring. 
A semiproper leaf T is semisrable on the proper side if there is a sequence (gJlcN of C” 
injective immersions of T x I into M with: 
(i) gi(& 0) = x for all XE T, ieN, 
(ii) the derivative Of gi in 7’, with respect o the second variable points to the proper side 
of T, 
(iii) gi(X, I) is contained in a leaf of Y for any XE T, 
(iv) gi(TX (1)) is a leaf of 9, 
(v) the intersection of the images of g1 is T. 
Basically, semistable means there are leaves arbitrarily near T which are isotopic to Talong 
the transversal flow, even though there might be non product regions in between such 
leaves. Clearly this is a barrier to any leaf “spiralling” towards Ton that side and therefore 
precludes unbounded holonomy from happening. An example of semistability occurs in 
a foliation of T2 with closed leaves yr converging to the closed leafy, but with spiralling 
behavior in between consecutive 7;s. The y;s have unbounded holonomy on both sides 
while y is semistable on the side of the yls. 
The striking result of Dippolito [3] states that in a codimension one foliation, if T is 
semiproper on one side, then it either has unbounded holonomy on that side or is 
semistable. It only assumes moothness of the leaves but no regularity of the holonomy of 
the foliation. 
THEOREM 2.3. If $ has branching, there is a leaf of 9 which is not quasi-isometric. 
Proof of 2.3. We follow the notation of Theorem 2.2. Let E = p(C) be the projection of 
C to M. Let T = p(F). If Tlimits on itself on the side of E, then the correspondng x(t.), y(t.) 
show lifts of T arc progrcssivcly more inefficient in measuring distances. Since all lifts of 
Tare isometric, T will not be quasi-isometric. 
Assume T is proper on the side of E. Suppose it has unbounded holonomy on this side. 
Then a leaf G near enough Ton this side will in fact limit on T. Appropriate lifts of G will 
limit on F and the argument above shows that G is not quasi-isometric, In this case there are 
uncountably many leaves which are not quasi-isometric, corresponding to leaves through 
a subsegment of E. 
Otherwise the semistability theorem of Dippolito [3, Theorem 33, shows that T is 
semistable. Choose F, which is a lift of g,( T x {I}) for some i. Choose a path y from p(x(t)) to 
p(y(t)) in p(F,). This path flows to a path in T connecting p(x) and p(y). Lift this to G to 
show that y - x, a contradiction to branching. Cl 
3. QUASIGEODESIC FOLIATIONS 
THEOREM 3. I. If .@ has branching, then 9 is not quasigeodesic. 
Proof of 3. I. Let x, y, x(r), y(t), F and F, as in the proof of Theorem 2.2. Suppose there is 
R > 0, a sequence t, + 0 and a, paths in F,_ connecting x(r,) to y(t.). for which a, is at most 
R distant from x and y. Let B be the ball of radius R around x in fi. Since B is compact, 
cover by foliated product boxes B,, I 5 i 5 m, Bi 2 D”-’ x [0, I], where D”-’ x {s} are 
cubes in leaves of $. Then a. c u Isrs,,,Bi. 
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We claim a, can intersect Bi in at most one sheet of its product foliation. Otherwise it 
would return to a different sheet in BI. By using a transversal to 3 in Et to connect the 
endpoints, one produces a closed path which is easily perturbed to be transversal to $. As 
shown before this is impossible. 
Then a, is contained in finitely many cubes in F,,. The cubes have bounded dp diameter 
so a, can be homotoped in F,” to a path of bounded length. This shows dp(x(t,), y(t.)) is 
bounded, a contradiction by the proof of Theorem 2.2. Therefore d is not quasi- 
geodesic. cl 
THEOREM 3.2. If rhe foliation 9 is quasigeodesic then it is also quasi-isometric. 
Proof of 3.2. The previous theorem implies the leaf space of .@ is R. Let R be the bound 
of quasigeodesicity of 9, T a leaf of 9 and f a lift of T to fi. Let p, q two points in f and 
y a minimal length geodesic arc connecting them in 6. 
Fig. 2. Eflicicncy of quasigeodesic leaves. 
Define PIEY, OSiimmEN, by po=p, pm = q, d(po9pI) s 1 and d(p,,p,+,) = 1, 
lsiSm- 1, where m s d(p, q) < m + 1. 
As 9 is quasigeodesic d(y, F) < R. Find ulo I?, 1 S i s m - 1 with d(u,, p,) < R. Then 
4 ul, uI+ r) < 2R + 1. Proposition 2.1 implies that dF(uir u,+ I) < b for fixed b > 0. Therefore 
Mp, q) < b(m + 1) s bd(p,q) + b. 
If d( p, q) < b then dF( p, q) < b* + b. Therefore if 
max(d(p, q), &(c, 4)) > b* + b 
then d(p,q) > b and 
This implies ? is a quasi-isometric leaf. As the bounds are independent of the leaf, the 
foliation is quasi-isometric. cl 
There is also a leafwise version of this theorem: 
THEOREM 3.3. If a leaf T is quasigeodesic then it is quasi-isometric also. In particular if 
@ has branching there is a leaf of 9 which is not quasigeodesic. 
Proof of 3.3. Let R be the bound of quasigeodesicity of T. We claim there is a > 0 so 
that 
x,yo?,d(x,y) s 1 -dAx,y) c a. 
If not find x,, y.~? with d(x, y) s 1 and dF(x,, y,) + + co. Then one can find z., w, 
covering translates of x,, y. respectively, with z, + z and w, -t w. If z - w the local product 
structure of the foliation shows dF(wnr z,) is bounded, contradiction. Therefore z + w and 
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there is branching. The covering translates of f are limiting on the branched leaves so the 
proof of Theorem 3.1 shows that T is not quasigeodesic, a contradiction. 
The inequality above easily implies the first statement. The last statement then follows 
from Theorem 2.3. cl 
4. UNBRANCHED FOLIATIONS 
Suppose now the leaf space of g is R. We denote the leaves of F by F,, t E R. Without 
further assumptions the foliations can be quasigeodesic and even totally geodesic. For 
example the foliation by horizontal tori in I3 is totally geodesic (in the appropriate metric). 
In fact there are many totally geodesic foliations of T3. 
Therefore restrict from now on to x1(M) being negatively curved in the large. Occa- 
sionally the abbreviation n.c.1. will be used. This was defined by Gromov [6] who originally 
used the term hyperbolic. Well known examples are manifolds of negative curvature. When 
x,(M) in n.c.1. h? is compactified canonically with 8G, a compact set [6]. Let p be 
a representation of al(M) into the group of isometries of fi with quotient isometric to M. 
Every p(a) extends to a homeomorphism of &? u afi and furthermore an;i’ is Hausdorff [6]. 
There is a natural action g of x1(M) on R by g(y)(t) = r’ where p(y)(F,) = F,.. Since 9 is 
transversely orientable every g(y) is an orientation preserving homeomorphism of R. 
PROPOSITION.~. 1. Let 9 be a codimension one, incompressible foliation of M” closed, with 
x1(M) negatively curved in the large. If the leaf space of? is R then every leaf of 4 is dense 
in ah?. 
Proof of 4.1. Let A, be the limit set of F, that is A, = F, n aA? where the closure of F, is 
taken with respect o h? u JG:. 
Suppose thcrc is t with A, # ah?. Let pr~dfi - A,. N(p) be a neighborhood of p in 
fi u afi disjoint from F, and N’(p) = N(p) n A?. The leaf F, separates fi. Therefore N’(p) 
intersects only F,, for t’ > t or I’ < 1. The first condition is denoted by “p is above F,“. By 
changing the orientation of the transversal vector field if necessary, we may assume there is 
p above F,. Let U, be the set of points in ah? which are above F,. Then U, is open, non 
empty for some t and since U, n F, = 0, U, # ah?. 
If p is above F, then clearly p is above F,, for every t’ c c. This implies that II, c U,, if 
r > t’. Let U = UnR U,. Then U is open and non empty. Since each U, # afi and they form 
an increasing chain of sets, U # aA?, because aG is compact. 
Furthermore U is p(n,(M)) invariant. Let PE U and yin,. Then there is t so that 
p is above F,, that is, there is N(p) disjoint from F,. Then 
P(Y)(N(P))~P(Y)(F,) = P(Y)(N(P))~F,,,,,,, = 0. 
As p(y)(N (p)) is a neighborhood of p(y)( p) the result follows. 
This is a contradiction because M is closed: by [6] the action of p(x,(M)) in aG is 
minimal so the orbit of any zedG is dense in al?. Clearly this could not be true for 
2eahLu. 0 
A lift of a quasigeodesic leaf is intuitively a “not too bent” submanifold of fi. In the case 
of M’ hyperbolic (so G = H3), one expects that the lift of a leaf will be a bounded distortion 
from a totally geodesic submanifold in H3, which is a HZ contained in H’. Then its limit set 
should be a Jordan curve. Surprisingly this seems difficult to prove in the general case 
because the intrinsic geometry of the leaves is unknown. 
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We will consider leaves of foliations which are negatively curved in the large. This refers 
to the induced path metric in the leaf T, lifted to ? and was also defined by Gromov [6]. 
Some of the various equivalent definitions say that ? satisfies a boundedly linear 
isoperimetric inequality, or that geodesic triangles are B-thin. Then 7 also has a canonical 
compactification as fv C. 
A result of Gromov [6, Thm 7.2H] states that if X and Y are Riemannian, negatively 
curved in the large, then every continuous, injective quasi-isometry i:X -, Y canonically 
extends to an embedding i: X u dX + Y u aY, and i(aX) c d Y. 
If T is a leaf of a foliation of M, where both T and M are n.c.1. and i; T-B ti is 
a quasi-isometry then i(afi is the limit set of fin it?. The previous proposition shows that if 
the leaf space of 9 is R then this limit set is afi. In many cases there are topological 
obstructions for this because af has dimension (n - 2), a&? has dimension (n - 1) and 
Gromov’s theorem implies they are homeomorphic. 
A manifold M has negative curvature if its sectional curvature K satisfies 
- b2 < K < - a2 < 0, for fixed a, b > 0. In this case h? can be canonically compactified 
with a S”- i. The points at infinity are ideal points of geodesic rays of G. Two geodesic rays 
define the same ideal point if and only if they are asymptotic. Negative curvature is essential 
for this construction to work. This is the same as the Gromov compactification. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let M”, n 2 3 be a closed, Riemannian mani/old with negative curvature 
and .F a codimension one, incompressible foliation in M. Suppose char every leaf of 9 has 
negative curvature. Then f is not quasi-isometric. In particular if the leaf space of .@ is 
R then no leaf of 9 is quasi-isometric. 
Proof of 4.2. If g has branching, Theorem 2.2 gives the result without using any of the 
assumptions on the curvature. Suppose the leaf space of 9 is R. If a leaf T is quasi- 
isometrically embedded then by Gromov’s theorem i : f + fi extends to an embedding and 
i: a?-+ 86 is an embedding into its image. By Proposition 4.1, a? = a@ so a? is homeo- 
morphic to ah?. But since f and fi have negative curvature, a? is homeomorphic to Sns2 
and aG is homeomorphic to S”-‘, contradiction. El 
We have a much stronger result for 3-manifolds. This is because in dimension 3, a large 
class of incompressible foliations have n.c.1. leaves. Mosher and Oertel[8] showed that any 
incompressible foliation in a closed 3-manifold satisfies one of 3 conditions: 
(i) there is a spherical eaf, 
(ii) there is a holonomy invariant transverse measure to d of zero Euler characteristic, 
approximated by an incompressible torus in M, 
(iii) the leaves of g are uniformly negatively curved in the large. 
We need a technical result to be used in the main theorem. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let N be a complete, connected, simply connected, non compact, 
2 dimensional Riemannian manifold which is negatively curved in the large. Then the 
canonical ideal boundary, dN, is homeomorphic to a circle. 
Proof of 4.3. The conditions imply that N is homeomorphic to the plane. Fix PEN. 
Geodesics of N starting at p are parametrized by S1 2 T,,N. Let y(6) be the geodesic ray 
starting in p associated to 6~9. 
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Let rcdN and Z,E N, z. + L. Since N is Riemannian, there are geodesics a, connecting 
p and I,, which have minimal length among all paths connecting p, z,. Any geodesic 
segment, ray or full geodesic with this property is called a minimal length path. 
Any limit of minimal length paths is also a minimal length path. Let p be the limit of fin. 
If /3 is not minimal there are t, q E/? for which d(r, q) c l(t), the length of q c /.I. For 
nearby r,, qn E/?, with qn + q and r. --, r, d(r,, q.) = l(G) -, I(G) > d(r, q ). But clearly 
d(r., q.) + d(r, q) so the /In could not have been minimal, contradiction. 
Choose a subsequence {q.} so that the a, connecting p and q. converge to a starting at p. 
By the argument above a is a minimal length geodesic ray and also a converges to z~dN. 
Let 
A = (0 ES ’ ( ~(0) is minimal}. 
There is a surjective map $ : A --, dN. As shown above A is closed and r,G is continuous. Since 
A is compact and dN is Hausdorff, dN z (A/ - ) where 0 Y w if and only if $(0) = r,+(w). 
We install a cyclic order in Sr. If 0 # w then [e, w] denotes the interval from 8 to w in 
this order. We say [0, w] is collapsed by r,G if $([B, w] n A) is a single point in dN. 
LEMMA 4.4. If 8 # w and $(w) = +(O) then at least one of [O, W] or [w, O] is collapsed 
by Ic/- 
Proof 0j 4.4 Suppose e(0) = +(e). Choose z.~y(e) with Z, -+ +(e), W,EY(W), W, + I/I(W). 
Let a, be minimal length geodesics in N connecting z,, w,. Since $(w) = $(O), n.c.1. implies 
that d( p, a,) -+ + CO [6]. But geodesic triangles are b-thin, for fixed 6 > 0. These facts 
imply that y(0) is at a bounded distance from y(w). 
The wedye defined by [O, w] is the closure of the connected component of 
F - (y(0) u y(w)) which contains all vectors u E (0, w). 
Therefore one of the wedges defined by [w, 01 and [0I w] has bounded thickness. Every 
minimal length geodesic ray a, starting at p and entering this wedge cannot exit it because 
y(0) and y(w) are minimal length geodesic rays. Therefore a is a bounded distance from y(w) 
and has the same limit point $(w). 0 
This shows that the cyclic order in S’ induces a partial cyclic order in JN. Notice dN 
cannot be a single point. If that happened all minimal length geodesic rays starting at 
p would be a bounded distance from each other so the lengths of M,(p) would be bounded. 
By n.c.l., there is an isoperimetric inequality, so area B,(p) would also be bounded, 
a contradiction. 
The gaps of A are the closures of the connected components of S1 - A. The next lemma 
shows that boundary points of gaps are collapsed in dN. 
LEMMA 4.5. If 8, w we boundary points of a gap [O, W] then t,h(O) = II/(w). 
Proof of 4.5. Let W be the wedge defined by [0, w]. If 0 < 0r < w then the geodesic ray 
y(0,) is not always minimal. Let q be the first point where this ray stops being minimal. 
Then q is a cut point so there is e2 in the gap for which qoy(B,),and this ray is minimal 
between p and q. Let pO(yO) be the subsegment of y(f?,) (y(&)), between p and q. Clearly they 
have the same length. 
A bigon is a subset bounded by 2 minimal length geodesic segments. The above 
procedure produces a bigon Co bounded by plo, v,,, see Fig. 3. Notice f& $ (0, w) because 
both the boundary rays are minimal length paths. Assume that p. is the closest to y(8). 
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Fig. 3. The construction of big bigons. 
Let r > diameter Co. Choose ql(q2) in y(6) (y(w)) satisfying d(qi, p)>>r. Since N is 
complete we can connect q1 to q2 using an embedded path a c Wn (B,( p))’ intersecting dW 
only in its endpoints. 
For each x in the interior of a there is a minimal length path qX connecting it to p. As 
shown before this path intersects d W only in p. Furthermore, since the sides of Co have the 
minimal length property, qX only intersects Cc in p also. If x is close to y(e) then qx is close to 
~(0) or else y(6) would not be minimal. Therefore qX is between y(0) and po. Notice that in 
general there is more than one choice for qX. Let E,(E2) be the set of all XEQ having one 
qX between p. and y(e) (v. and y(w)). By the argument above they are non empty and closed 
in a. Since a is connected, E, n E2 # 0. Choose x in the intersection and pl, vI minimal 
length paths connecting it to p, with pi between y(0) and po, vl between y(o) and vo. 
In this way we created a bigon Ci strictly bigger than Co and whose sides have length 
> r. Take r, + + co and inductively produce the increasing sequence of bigons C,. Then 
p. being minimal length geodesic paths, converge to a geodesic ray p starting in p and 
between y(0) and y(0,). Since there are no minimal length geodesic rays starting in p in the 
interior of the wedge W defined by [&o-J, it follows that ~1 = y(0). Similarly v, converge to 
y(w). Furthermore the interior of W is equal to ( u neN C,) - p. 
Every triangle with geodesic sides a &thin for some 6 > 0, therefore the same is true for 
every bigon. This means that p(. and v, are a bounded distance from each other. Since they 
converge to y(0) and y(w) respectively, these two rays are a bounded distance from each 
other and therefore they define the same limit point, so $(O) = +(w) as required. Cl 
Let B c dN, B # 0, open and closed in A. Then II/- l(B) # Qr is open and closed. Let 
CE$-‘(B) and C a maximal connected set of S’ with Cn A c $-l(S). If B # aN then 
C # S’ so let 0EdC. If S# A then 0 is in a gap and C is not maximal, contradiction. If 
0E 1(1- l(B) then since this set is open in A, C again could not be maximal. If 0E A - +- l(B) 
then as 1+5-‘(g) isclosed in S’, 0 is in the boundary of a gap whose other boundary w is in 
$-i(B). The previous lemma shows that Ii/(e) = I(/( w so 6 E C, contradiction. Therefore ) 
C = S’ so dN is connected. A similar argument shows that no point disconnects dN, but any 
2 distinct points disconnect it. Theorem 11.21 of [ 1 l] then implies that dN is homeomorphic 
to a circle. cl 
THEOREM 4.6. (Main Theorem) There are no quasi-isometric (or quasigeodesic) codimen- 
sion one foliations in closed 3-manifolds with x1(M) negatively curved in the large. 
Proof of 4.6. Let 9 be an incompressible, codimension one foliation in such a manifold. 
If the leaf space of 4 is not R then Theorem 2.3 shows there is at least one leaf which is not 
quasi-isometric, without any other assumptions. 
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Assume the leaf space is R. Since nr(M) is n.c.l., Bestvina and Mess [l] show that aG is 
homeomorphic to S’. If there is a spherical eaf, the Reeb stability theorem [93 implies that 
M is a quotient of S2 x S’, which contradicts the n.c.1. property of nl(M). Furthermore M is 
atoroidal because no Z + Z injects in nl(M) or else again n.c.1. would fail. Therefore 
Mosher-Oertel’s theorem implies the uniform n.c.1. property of the leaves of .%. 
Fix a leaf T and a lift i: f+ fi. Since f is n.c.l., 2 dimensional and complete, af 
is homeomorphic to a circle by Proposition 4.3. As in the proof of Theorem 4.2 we 
see f cannot be quasi-isometrically embedded in fi. In this case no leaf is quasi- 
isometric. \\ cl 
COROLLARY 4.7. There are no quasi-isometric or quasigeodesic codimension one foliations 
in a closed hyperbolic 3-manifold. 
i 
These results do not hold in higher codimensions. Cannon and Thurston [2] construc- 
ted pseudo-Anosov flows in closed hyperbolic 3-manifolds so that the flow lines are 
quasi-isometric, producing codimension 2 counterexamples to the results above. The 
manifolds in question fiber over the circle and the monodromy is a pseudo-Anosov map of 
a closed surface. 
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